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Intro to Google Analytics
Google Analytics is a free service that lets you

 analyze visitor behavior on your website
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Survey the audience...
● GA users?

○ Beginner, intermediate, advanced?

● Marketers?

● Entrepreneurs? 

● Webmasters?
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Overview
● Introduction to Google Analytics

● How we interact with digital technologies

● How Google Analytics collects data

● Making the most of your Google Analytics 

implementation

● Q & A
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2005: Google Acquires Urchin 
Software

2005 2006

2008 2011
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Google Analytics becomes 
industry leader
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Google Analytics becomes 
industry leader

Google Search reach:
67%

Google Analytics reach:
82%

Source: comScore and W3Techs, respectively

http://www.webpronews.com/google-search-market-share-better-than-ever-in-the-u-s-2012-07
http://w3techs.com/technologies/overview/traffic_analysis/all
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Google Analytics is on ~60% 
of the Internet
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How we interact with web 
technologies today
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How we interact with web 
technologies today
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Does behavior vary 
across device?

Desktop conversion rate:
1.9%

iPad conversion rate:
3.82%

Only 16% of businesses do usability testing on tablets

Source: eConsultancy, August 2011

http://econsultancy.com/us/blog/8280-ipad-conversion-rates-twice-as-high-as-desktop-stats
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Does behavior vary 
across device?

Don't rely on 3rd party research!
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Optimize for your 
most popular devices 

Browser Size report
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How we interact with web 
technologies today
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Don't lose money because of 
technical problems!
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How we interact with web 
technologies today
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Tracking the right channels

Paid Search

Organic Search

Display Clicks

Social Networks

Affiliates

Email Marketing

Direct Visitation

www.nytimes.com

Offline
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Google search remains a 
crucial traffic source

Search query

Organic 
results

Paid  
results
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How many keywords led traffic 
to the Google Analytics blog?

21,868
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How many keywords led traffic 
to the Google Analytics blog?
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Social media has become a 
significant traffic driver

"Social media is like teen sex. 
Everyone wants to do it. No one 
actually knows how. When finally 

done, there is surprise it’s not better."

-Avinash Kaushik*

*Actually, Avinash overheard this

https://twitter.com/avinash/status/1270289378
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Social media has become a 
significant traffic driver

450+ social data sources automatically identified and 
categorized!
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How does social impact 
revenue?
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Tracking the right channels

Paid Search

Organic Search

Display Clicks

Social Networks

Affiliates

Email Marketing

Direct Visitation

www.nytimes.com

Offline
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Track offline 
referrals!
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How we interact with web 
technologies today
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Data made available in the user 
interface or through the API

A GIF request is created 
and sent to the Google 

servers

The GA JavaScript 
begins to fire

Your Website loads on any device First-party GA cookies are 
read from, and/or written 

to the browser by the 
JavaScript code

Data is processed and pre-aggregatedData is sent to Google’s servers

1

3 4   5

2a 2b 2c

 _trackEvent(category, action, opt_label,opt
    _value,opt_noninteraction) _gaq.push ([‘
       trackEvent', 'name', 'label', value,true]); 
          trackEvent(category, action, opt_lab
           el, opt_value,opt_noninteraction)_ga
              q.push (['_trackEvent', 'name', 'lab
                 el‘,value, true]);trackEvent(categ
                    ory, action, opt_label,opt_value
                      opt_noninteraction)_gaq.push 
                         (['_trackEvent', 'name', 'lab
                           el', value, true]);trackEven
                              t(category, action, opt_la

How Google Analytics works
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From GIF request to data

http://www.google-analytics.com/__utm.gif?
utmwv=4&utmn=769876874&utmhn=example.com&utmcs=ISO-
8859-1&utmsr=1280x1024&utmsc=32-bit&utmul=en-
us&utmje=1&utmfl=9.0%20%
20r115&utmcn=1&utmdt=GATC012%20setting%
20variables&utmhid=2059107202&utmr=0&utmp=/auto/GATC01
2.html?utm_source=www.gatc012.
org&utm_campaign=campaign+gatc012&utm_term=keywords+g
atc012&utm_content=content+gatc012&utm_medium=medium+
gatc012&utmac=UA-30138-1&utmcc=__utma%3D97315849.
1774621898.1207701397.1207701397.1207701397.1%3B...  

Example GIF Request:
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From GIF request to data
Demographics

Behavior

Technology

Incoming Sources AdWords

Site Content Site Search
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How we interact with web 
technologies today
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Most critically acclaimed 
web metric: Bounce Rate

Measure Bounce Rate against: 

Traffic Sources, keywords, campaigns, Landing Pages, etc.
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Most critically acclaimed 
web metric: Bounce Rate

What's wrong with Bounce Rate?

A visit with one pageview is 

not always a bad thing!
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What on-site actions 
can we track?

Interactive  
Objects: Flash, 

Ajax, etc

Key on-site 
activities

Outbound Links

Dynamic Page 
Content

Site-Search

Ecommerce

Form Submission
 (e.g. Newsletter Signup)

Page Category
(i.e. metadata)

User-Provided Data
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What on-site actions 
can should we track?

Interactive  
Objects: Flash, 

Ajax, etc

Key on-site 
activities

Outbound Links

Dynamic Page 
Content

Site-Search

Ecommerce

Form Submission
 (e.g. Newsletter Signup)

Page Category
(i.e. metadata)

User-Provided Data
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What am I trying to 
achieve online?
● Determine online business objectives

● What website actions indicate success?

● What website actions contribute to success?
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Who needs so many metrics?
What matters other than the conversion?

95% Failure Rate? 
5% 

Conv. 
Rate

20% 
Failure 

Rate

50% 
Doing 

Research

15% 
Registering 

new account

10% 
Navigating 
to partner 

site

1. Didn’t like checkout process
2. Couldn’t find what was needed
3. Search took too long to load
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Internal site search tells you 
exactly what people want
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Internal site search tells you 
exactly what people want

?q=youtube+socks
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Internal site search tells you 
exactly what people want
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Internal site search tells you 
exactly what people want
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Internal site search tells you 
exactly what people want
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Charles Minard's famous 
Sankey diagram 

"Probably the best statistical graphic ever drawn.” -Edward Tufte
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Goal Flow shows drop-off in 
the conversion funnel
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Visitors Flow shows 
navigation through all pages
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GA collects lots of data...
Demographics

Behavior

Technology

Incoming Sources AdWords

Site Content Site Search
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...but not everything
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Do sales for beach vacations 
increase on rainy days?
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Segment on a sunny day
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Reporting API: 
automate your analysis 

Data made available in the user 
interface or through the API

A GIF request is created 
and sent to the Google 

servers

The GA JavaScript 
begins to fire

Your Website loads on any device First-party GA cookies are 
read from, and/or written 

to the browser by the 
JavaScript code

Data is processed and pre-aggregatedData is sent to Google’s servers

1

3 4   5

2a 2b 2c

 _trackEvent(category, action, opt_label,opt
    _value,opt_noninteraction) _gaq.push ([‘
       trackEvent', 'name', 'label', value,true]); 
          trackEvent(category, action, opt_lab
           el, opt_value,opt_noninteraction)_ga
              q.push (['_trackEvent', 'name', 'lab
                 el‘,value, true]);trackEvent(categ
                    ory, action, opt_label,opt_value
                      opt_noninteraction)_gaq.push 
                         (['_trackEvent', 'name', 'lab
                           el', value, true]);trackEven
                              t(category, action, opt_la
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Reporting API: build an app! 
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App analytics: similar 
behavior, new terminology
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Mobile apps are changing the consumer world

.
1 Including pay-per-download, in-app purchase, subscriptions and in-app advertising.
Source: ABI research, eMarketer.com, comscore, Flurry, Gartner, IHS Screen Digest, internet search.

Minutes the avg. smartphone user spends per month using apps

500K

667

15B+

$46B

# of mobile apps on Google Play

# of apps downloaded from Google Play

Mobile app revenue1 expected by 2016
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The new GA Mobile App
Analytics Reports
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Speak the language of mobile app world

Web metrics
by Google Analytics

www

Unique visitors

Goal completion URL

Time on site

Pages / Visits

Language
of the mobile app

Active Users

Goal completion location

Screens / Sessions

Avg. session duration
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See your important metrics at a glance
App Overview: covers acquisitions to outcomes

View 
the number of downloads
and which sources 
accounted for them.

Measure
the number of new
users who downloaded
the app and actually 
launched it.

Observe
the number of users
who returned to your
app page multiple times (i.
e. return visitors
in analytics).
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Analyze the success of your app marketing
Google Play Sources: determine which channels drive high quality users

Gain
deep insight into Google 
Play to fully understand 
user acquisition.  See the 
different traffic sources 
and how effective they 
are. Understanding the 
quality of each campaign 
enables optimization of 
your marketing spend. 
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Mobile Device Overview

Know
which devices, OS 
versions and networks 
your users prefer to you 
optimize against. This 
matters greatly for 
connected apps and 
understanding which 
versions to support.
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Visually see app usage with Engagement Flow
Optimize screens so users achieve desired app goals

Determine
how users move throughout your application with engagement flow.
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Troubleshoot
problems on devices 
and operating  systems 
by seeing trends in
app crashes and 
exceptions. Fix common 
crash and exception 
issues to not suffer 
attrition of users to 
competing apps in 
competitive 
marketplaces.

Crash and exception report enables easy troubleshooting
Fix crashes so your app doesn’t suffer user attrition
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We are launching the
Analytics Mobile App on Android
See what’s going on and get alerted on important KPI 

Google Confidential and Proprietary  
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Thank you.
Questions?


